List of Winners

Listed below are the overall winners of the inaugural ICDPPC Global Privacy and Data Protection Awards and the winners, runners up and finalists in the 4 competition categories.

**OVERALL WINNERS**

**CHAIR’S GRAND AWARD FOR INNOVATION:** Australian Information Commissioner/ Privacy Commissioner of Canada/ United States Federal Trade Commission for ‘Joint investigation of the Ashley Madison Breach’

**PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD:** Information Commissioner’s Office, UK, for ‘Big data, AI, machine learning and data protection’

**CATEGORY WINNERS**

**Research category:** Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario, Canada for ‘De-identification Guidelines for Structured Data’

**Dispute resolution, compliance and enforcement category:** Australian Information Commissioner/ Privacy Commissioner of Canada/ United States Federal Trade Commission for ‘Joint investigation of the Ashley Madison Breach’

**Education and advocacy category:** Datatilsynet, Norway, for ‘Good intentions: Images of children online’

**Use of online tools category:** Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data, Hong Kong, for ‘Be SMART Online Thematic Website Enhancement’
In addition to the 2 overall winners and the 4 category winners, special acknowledgement is made of the 5 runners up and the remaining 5 finalists.

**Runners up in each category**

**Research**  
Privacy Commissioner of Canada for ‘discussion paper exploring enhancements to consent’

**Dispute resolution, compliance and enforcement**  
ICO, UK, for ‘Data Protection self-assessment for SMEs’

**Education and advocacy category**  
CNPD, Morocco, for ‘Comic book for children on privacy issues’

**Use of online tools category**  
CNIL, France, for ‘LINC (Laboratoire d’innovation numérique de la CNIL)’

Data Protection Commissioner, Ireland  
Video campaign on rights and responsibilities

**Other finalists**

**Dispute resolution, compliance and enforcement**  
Information and Privacy Commissioner, Ontario, for ‘Crossing the Line: Indiscriminate disclosure of Attempted Suicide Information to U.S Border Officials via CPIC’

**Education and advocacy**  
INAI, Mexico, for Challenge ‘Value your personal data’

**Use of online tools**  
Infoem, Mexico, for ‘SARCOEM’

CNIL, France, for ‘Online responsive self-service’